Abstract-This paper provides closed-form equations parameterizing the 2 smooth path that globally minimizes the Euclidean norm of a robot's peak base reaction force while avoiding obstacles during three-dimensional maneuvers in a gravity-free environment. In addition, the paper describes a computationally efficient technique that leads to a path typically having a peak force within 5% of the optimal path. In both cases, the equations used to define the robot's motion are formulated after mapping the initial robot configuration, final (or goal) Cartesian location, and obstacles into a new space termed the center of mass (CM) space. This space has the advantage of being a Cartesian-like space that allows direct application of many existing control techniques, such as resolved rate control. In the CM space, a series of path segments guide the robot around the obstacles. Solving a system of equations based on these segments for boundary condition dependent constants determines the path. Currently, closed-form equations are unavailable for the boundary dependent constants, preventing exact determination of the globally optimal path. This paper introduces a five-step procedure for locating the optimal path. The final step uses a sequential quadratic programming technique to locate boundary dependent constants. The equation formulations assume that the initial configuration of the robot is known and that the robot mass and obstacle positions are constant during the maneuver. The method developed has direct applicability to redundant and nonredundant robots. A detailed example, based on a nonredundant robot avoiding a single obstacle, illustrates the concepts presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS work concentrates on minimization of base reaction forces. Compared to base reaction torques, forces are harder to counteract efficiently mechanically. While it may also be desirable to minimize the base reaction torques or some combination of forces and torques, mechanical mechanisms such as reaction wheels are available to counteract undesirable torques.
Reduction of robot manipulator base forces is important in many applications. For example, base reaction forces must remain below prescribed limits during robotic operations within the Space Station to prevent compromising the microgravity en- Publisher Item Identifier S 1042-296X(00)11585-X.
vironment. Here, sample transport operations that minimize disturbances to the microgravity environment are expected to be required [1] , [2] . The Space Station microgravity environment is essential for many planned activities, such as crystal growth. The ability to limit the base reaction force profile and associated disturbances of robots maneuvering in or on the Space Station is critical to effective facility usage. Most work to date has been directed at local reaction torque minimization between a robot and its support or between multiple cooperating robots. In the case of satellite mounted manipulators, generally, concentration has been given to minimizing attitude disturbances caused by base reaction torques. Oda used a feed-forward term to compensate for reaction torques exerted by the robot when designing the control system for the freefloating satellite ETS-7 [3] . Schulz et al. propose techniques for manipulators on satellites which not only minimize disturbances to the satellite, but also are capable of returning the satellite to a prescribed pose [4] , [5] . While they also addressed the reaction force problem, their work neglects the mass of the manipulator, assuming it is small compared to that of the manipulated payload and satellite. In addition, they did not develop closed form solutions for the optimal path, relying on numerical solution techniques. Dubowsky and Torres suggested a scheme based on computation of a system disturbance map [6] . This is a joint space map displaying gradients that can be used to determine the local direction that minimizes the dynamic attitude disturbances. They propose the disturbance map as the basis for a path planning tool.
Several researchers have proposed techniques that rely on robot link motions that dynamically cancel. Papadopoulos proposed a unique robot design which has zero base reaction forces in a limited area of its reachable workspace [7] . In addition, through proper trajectory planning he was also able to generate zero base reaction torque for a small set of motions from a known initial configuration. Quinn and Chen studied schemes to locally limit or control the reaction forces and torques of redundant robots [8] . Their approach partitions the robot's degrees of freedom into a task group and an optimization group. Then they optimize the robot path by selecting an optimal motion direction for the joints in the optimization group at predetermined points along the path. Nenchev et al.generalized this approach to remove the joint partitioning. Nenchev et al. use the redundant DOF to maneuver the robot in its null space to locally minimize the base reactions [9] . While these approaches do locally optimize a cost function that includes both base torques and forces, they make no attempt to find the globally optimal path. Also, these approaches are not applicable to nonredundant robots due to the requirement of free DOF's for optimization.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. This paper presents a method to calculate robot trajectories that globally minimize the Euclidean norm of the peak base reaction force while avoiding obstacles in three-dimensional (3-D) Cartesian space. If there are no obstacles, then simpler equations are applicable [10] . This technique has several key benefits. First, the technique transforms the multibody robot planning problem into a point mass planning problem. Second, the technique includes the dynamic effects caused by the robot's motion, and thus is applicable to cases where the manipulator's mass is on the same order as that of the payload or satellite. Third, the technique can be applied to redundant or nonredundant robots. Fourth, in the case of redundant robots, the technique implicitly uses the null space motion where possible, but when the path requires motion outside of the null reaction zone it is globally optimum. Section II-A formulates fundamental equations which theoretically provide the globally optimal path. However, the globally optimal path is elusive due to difficulties in solving for boundary condition dependent constants in the equations. In Section II-B, the fundamental equations are applied to determine the optimal motion of a point mass in three dimensions. Planning an optimal path for a point mass representing the robot's center of mass (CM) locates the path minimizing a robot's base reaction force. This is because the force magnitudes required to accelerate the robot's CM, as it travels along a prescribed path, are equivalent to the force magnitudes reacted through its base in a gravity-free environment. In the presence of gravity, the resulting path minimizes the change in the robot's base force and thus minimizes the disturbances resulting from the robot's motion. Section II-C presents a new, computationally efficient approximation to the equations of Section II-B. These approximations can be used in lieu of the equations developed in Section II-B. or to obtain initial estimates for the boundary conditions to start the search for the optimal path. Section II-D introduces a method, based on path segments, to construct paths that direct the robot around obstacles. Section II-E addresses the problem of mapping the Cartesian obstacles to a space more conducive to the planning problem. This space is called the CM space. The objective is to control the motion of the robot's CM as a task is performed, and this strategy is called "CM control." The CM space has the distinct advantage of being a Cartesian-like space allowing direct application of many of the existing control techniques, such as resolved rate control.
Section III investigates an example of a nonredundant robot with a fixed base maneuvering around an obstacle to illustrate the presented techniques along with the five-step procedure leading to the optimal path. The path located is called optimal even though a search is used to locate the boundary dependent constants. While the equations parameterize the globally optimal path, without closed form equations for the boundary dependent constants, it is impossible to guarantee that the globally optimal path for a particular problem has been located. Nevertheless, the path located using the five-step procedure outlined in this paper leads to paths that are believed to be very close to the global optimum. The resulting solutions were within 2% of solutions located using computationally intensive Monte Carlo and genetic algorithm approaches. 1 1 Discussion of this work is outside the scope of this paper.
Step 3 of the five-step procedure introduces an important technique based on a variation of the forward chaining scheme used in classical Newton-Euler robot dynamics. The new technique leads to efficient and robust approximate paths, typically generating peak reaction forces within 5% of the optimal path resulting from following the procedure through to step 5.
The approach presented assumes that the initial positions of the robot joints are given and that the mass of the robot and the obstacle position remain constant during the maneuver. The paper does not address the problem of finding all possible paths from the initial robot configuration to the final CM location. Several techniques have been suggested for developing this information, e.g., Latombe [11] . In addition, this work does not address reduction of reaction torques. However, preliminary tests (not included here) evaluating the reaction torque from the path minimizing the base reaction force have been compared to the reaction torques from a resolved rate path between the same boundary conditions. These tests indicate that the path minimizing the base reaction force is so far superior in terms of minimizing robot CM motion, that the resulting joint and base reaction torques are also improved [12] . Still, an optimization that explicitly included base reaction torque could certainly reduce them further.
II. DEVELOPMENT
The problem of minimizing the robot base reaction forces while avoiding an obstacle can be broken down into two subproblems. The first subproblem transforms the planning problem to, and eventually from, a more suitable coordinate frame to perform the path calculation. The second subproblem determines the optimal path in this new coordinate frame. The second subproblem is addressed first in this paper by determining a path that minimizes the Euclidean norm of a robot's base reaction force in a gravity-free environment. When the mass of the robot and its payload are constant, this approach is equivalent to minimizing the magnitude of the acceleration vector of a point mass representing the robot's CM.
A. Closed-Form Equations Describing Optimal Path
Doggett et al. established equivalence between the time optimal path and the path with minimum peak reaction force [10] . In short, an iterative scheme accomplishes this goal by reducing the peak force constraint until the calculated optimal time corresponds to the desired path duration, i.e., a min-max optimization [13] , [14] . The corresponding peak force is thus the minimum peak force for the specified path duration [10] . This concept leads to the following equations which parameterize the path.
For a system with state variables and inputs, the equations of motion of the constrained minimization system are (1) where is the vector of system states and is the vector of control inputs. The objective is to minimize the constraint function (2) where is an arbitrary function to be specified. The Hamiltonian is defined as [15] ( 3) where is the th Lagrange multiplier. 2 The 's will be used to enforce a constraint on the norm of the peak reaction force by constraining the peak acceleration along the path via (8) developed as follows.
Due to the equivalence between the time optimal path and the minimum peak reaction force, the problem at hand is to minimize the total time to reach the final position from the initial position (4) implying . Assuming that the input drives the state dynamics in a linear time varying fashion, the Hamiltonian of (3) is defined by (5) where is the vector of nonlinear state equations and is the input matrix. Pontryagin's Minimum Principle shows that for the minimizing input vector [16] 
Noting that is a scalar leads to
If the norm of is constrained by a constant, , then the left-hand side of (7) is minimized when and point in opposite directions and is maximized; i.e., [17] . Thus
The objective expressed by (8) is to apply the maximum control effort in the proper direction. In review, (8) will be used to enforce minimization of the norm of the force vector. While bang-bang control results in the minimum peak force in one-dimensional moves [10] , in higher dimensional spaces bang-bang control is overly restrictive. In two or three dimensions, bang-bang control corresponds to selection of a sequence of applied force vectors pointing toward the corners of a polygon or polyhedron. In the two-dimensional (2-D) case, illustrated in Fig. 1 , bang-bang control corresponds to four possible control vectors identified by the four dotted vectors in the figure, one of which is labeled . In contrast, minimal peak force control minimizes the Euclidean norm of the base reaction forces. Like bang-bang control, the vectors used for optimal control lie on the boundary of the space formed by 2 In the context of Pontryagin's minimum principle,(t) is often replaced bỹ p(t), the costate vector. the allowable control vectors. Now, however, this space is either a circle in two dimensions and or a sphere in three dimensions, and it is possible to vary the direction of the applied force, , as a function of time in a smooth manner. 3 In addition, the resulting path is smooth, avoiding excitation of high order modes common in traditional bang-bang control.
B. Equations Minimizing Acceleration of a Point Mass in Three Dimensions
This section applies the previous results to a system consisting of a unity point mass in a gravity-free 3-D environment. The objective is to develop a path that globally minimizes the magnitude of the force applied to a point mass, representing the robot's CM, while directing it from an initial position to the desired final position. The developed equations are used in the example of Section III. The linear state-space equations describing motion of a unity point mass being accelerated via an external force are (9) where is the position and velocity of the point mass and is the external force applied to the point mass.
The point mass is subject to a magnitude constraint on the external force, i.e., (10) The Hamiltonian, based on (5), is (11) which leads to the following constraint and state equations: (12) (13) Applying (8) (14) Combining (12)- (14) leads to the following formulation for the trajectory in : (15) There are equivalent expressions for the trajectories in and . Integrating these expressions achieves the following smooth, closed-form trajectory expressions given in (16)- (18), shown at the bottom of the page, where initial position initial position initial position initial velocity initial velocity initial velocity and The constants are determined using the position and velocity at the end of trajectory along with the time allotted to execute the trajectory. Because a sequential quadratic programming technique is applied to locate these constants, the resulting path is referred to as the SQP path in the remainder of the paper.
The equations above were developed assuming a gravity-free environment; however, nothing in the development precludes inclusion of a gravity vector in the state equations for the system. If (16)- (18) are used to optimize the path of a system experiencing a constant gravity vector, then the resulting optimal path minimizes the change in the base reaction force, and thus the disturbances generated by the robot's motion.
C. Computationally Efficient Approximate Paths
The following approximate techniques produce paths with peak forces typically within 5% of the optimal SQP path. The simplest approximation is based on a single segment bang-bang path, referred to as the BB_1 path. This approximation is often appropriate when the obstacle is close to the midpoint in CM space of a straight line drawn from the initial configuration to the final configuration. Otherwise, a new multisegment bang-bang technique, referred to as the BB_M path, gives better results. Additional heuristics will be given following the development of the single segment bang-bang equations. Fig. 2(a) gives the and acceleration profiles as a function of total time for the single segment case. In the figure, is the time of the first acceleration switch, is the time to the obstacle, is the time of the acceleration switch, and is the time of the second y acceleration switch. Fig. 2(b) shows the shape of a 2-D path as a function of time and position in .
is the height of the obstacle, located at in the figure, and is the height of an equivalent obstacle located at the midpoint leading to the same path. Assuming starting from and ending at rest, the bang-bang path is symmetric about the midpoint. As a result, only obstacles at or to the left of the midpoint are considered. The path for obstacles to the right of the midpoint can be quickly calculated by reflecting the obstacle about the midpoint. The and positions, as a function of time along the path from to , are given by (19) and (20) The bang-bang accelerations in and are and respectively, where is the Euclidean distance between the initial and final configurations in the CM space, is the equivalent height of an obstacle located at the midpoint calculated by (21) and is the coordinate of the obstacle. If the obstacle is to the right of the midpoint, then (19) - (21) can be applied by reflecting its position about the midpoint. That is, if then is given by and replace with in (21). Equations (19) and (20) The peak force is estimated by the norm of the and forces, i.e.,
To compare the BB_1 path with the SQP path, the concept of normalized obstacle height is useful. The normalized obstacle height is the obstacle height divided by the straight-line distance from the initial CM position to the final CM position. Fig. 3 compares the BB_1 path to the SQP path as an obstacle with normalized height of 0.5 is moved toward the initial position. In general, as the normalized obstacle height increases, the difference between the SQP and BB_1 path increases due solely to the increase in total path length. As a consequence of the BB_1 path's symmetry, it provides a better estimate for obstacles located closer to the midpoint of the move. However, notice that even at the symmetric point, the SQP path is better than the BB_1 path.
In the normalized height range above 0.35, both paths produce peak forces which are relatively close. In this range, the estimates from (19)-(24) provide a good starting point for the next stage of path refinement using SQP. In cases where there is an obstacle near either the initial or final configuration, i.e., below a normalized height of 0.35 of Fig. 4 , then the following multisegment bang-bang approximation is more useful for obtaining an initial guess for the SQP step.
Consider the case shown in Fig. 4 where the obstacle of normalized height 0.5 is located at 0.001 along the axis. The BB_1 path results in a peak force of 1984 N compared to 10.86 N for the SQP path found using the five-step procedure detailed in Section III. In this case, the BB_1 path is a poor approximation to the SQP path because the obstacle is very close to the initial position .
A new multisegment technique was developed specifically for these types of problems. The technique produces paths typically within 5% of the SQP path with significantly fewer computations. As depicted in Fig. 5 , the technique's efficiency stems from the ability to vary the direction of the force vector, as (16)-(18) allow. Instead of fixing the and accelerations for half of the move over the obstacle, as in the BB_1 path, they are allowed to change at discrete locations, and of Fig. 5 , while the norm remains constant. This has the effect of allowing the interior box of Fig. 1 to rotate.
Unfortunately, unlike the calculations for the BB_1 path, closed-form equation are not available, necessitating a search for the best path. The path with minimal peak acceleration is selected by solving multiple bang-bang problems, while the direction and the time duration of each segment vary. For example, to locate the BB_M3 path for the problem depicted in Fig. 5 , two knot points, and , have been added. Then the best three-segment path is located by optimizing the state vector composed of the acceleration magnitude and variables for each segment; , , and , given by
where is the direction of the acceleration vector, is the time from beginning of segment to acceleration switch, is the time from acceleration switch to end of segment, is the time from beginning of segment to first acceleration switch, is the time from first acceleration switch to second acceleration switch.
For the three-segment problem discussed here, the state space searched has dimension 16, comprising three groups of segment variables and the acceleration magnitude. The scheme used to solve the above problem borrows from the classical forward chaining of Newton-Euler robot dynamics [18] . The path segments of Fig. 5 are viewed as links in a virtual robot; the knot points are revolute joints. With this analogy, the location and velocity of in Fig. 5 are given by
where and Equation (26) is applied three times in series for each of the three segments. The boundary conditions imposed on the search are that the final velocity is zero, the final position corresponds to of Fig. 5 , the height at , and the move is completed in seconds. A slight reduction in the size of the state space is made by imposing the restriction that the total time, , must be equal to the sum of individual segment times; i.e., , where is the number of segments. Fig. 6 compares the performance of the BB_M and the SQP path for the problem depicted in Fig. 4 . As the number of segments increases, the BB_M path rapidly approaches the SQP path. Based on this and a number of other trials, three segments are generally used to plan paths, as a compromise between search duration and solution accuracy. In this extreme case, the three segment path, BB_M3, results in a peak force only 2.2% higher than that achieved by the SQP path.
Extending (25) to three dimensions requires three additional state variables, , , and for each segment. Similar to the acceleration switch times, and are the acceleration switch times, while is the angle from the positive axis to the projection of the segment in the plane, as depicted in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 7 the segment variables are depicted for the first segment, [A, ], of two segments shown.
By using these additional segment variables, (26) and (27) become (28) (29) 
D. Planning in the Presence of Obstacles
A path planned around obstacles requires path segments with carefully selected boundary conditions. Consider the problem shown in Fig. 8 . The objective is to move in an optimum fashion from rest at the origin, , to a rest condition at without passing through the obstacle which is shown as a wedge shaped wall, extending to in . In this case, the intermediate point at guides the path above the obstacle.
Two segments are used to solve this problem, one from to and the second from to . A key constraint in the solution is the requirement that the peak force be equal for both segments. To illustrate why, consider a case in which the first interval's minimum peak force (i.e., acceleration) was less than that of the second interval. Then the magnitude of first acceleration profile could be increased, providing more time for the second interval to complete, thus reducing its peak acceleration. This trade off would continue until the optimal motion is determined, where each interval has the same minimum peak acceleration. Thus, the optimal path is located by requiring the peak force of segments 1 and 2 to be equal while simultaneously implying velocity and position continuity constraints at of Fig. 8 ; i.e.,
where and are the final and initial conditions of segments 1 and 2 respectively, for the path that passes over B ( , , ) at time . Because the path starts and ends at rest, the boundary conditions are (31) (32) Therefore, the initial velocities, final velocities, initial positions, and the , final positions equal zero. The problem is then to find the optimum set of coefficients, in (16)- (18), for each segment while allowing , , , , , , , and the peak force to vary. The optimum solution vector is then defined by (33) where is the minimum peak force and is the th coefficient of the th segment. By inspection for this problem, is equal to . This is because a straight-line path minimizes the peak force when no obstacle is present. Thus, for motion about a single obstacle, using a given path shape, the minimum deviation from the straight line path is optimal, i.e., just passing over the obstacle. Also, by a symmetry argument, is 0.
E. Mapping from Cartesian Space to CM Space
Now that the equations describing the path that globally minimizes the Euclidean norm of the peak base reaction force are formulated, mapping to the CM space will be addressed. The CM space lends itself to calculating the trajectory that minimizes the reaction forces at the robot base. The CM space is defined as the space reachable by the robot's CM. It is important to note that this space is very similar to Cartesian space. Many of the classical control schemes, such as Jacobian based velocity control are directly applicable.
By mapping to the CM space, the multibody obstacle avoidance problem in Cartesian space reduces to planning the path of a point mass in CM space. This scheme is similar to configuration space planning in that both schemes reduce the robot planning problem to path planning for a point. However, there are two distinct differences. First, in classical configuration space path planning, the robot reference point used to map to the configuration space is fixed relative to one of the robot links [11] . In contrast, the reference point used for CM mapping is in general not fixed relative to a link and is a function of the joint coordinates and link masses. Second, a single Cartesian obstacle may map into multiple images in the CM space. In configuration space mappings there is a one-to-one correspondence between Cartesian obstacles and configuration space obstacles. Both techniques allow for the existence of multiple solutions which satisfy the final objective, as is often true of maneuvers with redundant robots. In this case, the goal may not be a single point, but may be a set of points, i.e., a surface or volume in the CM space. An earlier work discussed this case for an unobstructed maneuver [10] .
A three degree-of-freedom (DOF) robot, shown in Fig. 9 , will be used to illustrate the concepts involved in mapping obstacles from Cartesian Space to the CM space.
In this example, the constants of Using the parameters defined in (34)-(37), the CM space of the robot of Fig. 9 can be calculated. The effect of Cartesian obstacles on the reachable CM space will be examined using the problem shown in Fig. 10 . The objective is to move the robot from an initial position where it can touch the top center of the box on the cantilevered table, identified by in the figure, to the final robot configuration shown. In this example, the obstacle is the cantilevered table. The dotted  line on the cantilever table represents the table centerline corresponding to  . The table begins at m and extends to m; the table is 0.2 m thick from m to 0.5 m, and extends from m to 9 m. For this example, the reachable CM space is the volume between two concentric spheres. Fig. 11 represents a slice through the spheres corresponding to . In the figure, the reachable CM space corresponds to the area between two concentric circles. The inner circle is formed by folding the robot over on itself,
, and moving the second joint through one complete revolution, . The outer circle is formed in a similar fashion with the robot fully extended, . For the purposes of this example joint range limits have been ignored. However, if range limits existed, they would not affect the technique being developed. Range limits only affect the available space within which to plan paths.
Next, obstacles are mapped into the CM space. To map an obstacle (i.e., the table) into the CM space, the robot's CM location is traced as the robot slides around the Cartesian obstacle. Lumelsky's paper provided the minimum distance algo- rithm used as the foundation of this algorithm [19] . Fig. 11 illustrates this process when where dots indicate the location of the robot's CM for several different robot configurations. Fig. 12 shows the CM map for . To relate Figs. 10 and 12 , the corners of the cantilevered table of Fig. 10 (labeled i, ii, and iii) are labeled in Fig. 12 . The complete 3-D obstacle map is shown in Fig. 13 . The upper surface in the figure corresponds to the top of the table and the lower surface corresponds to the front of the table. The key feature that was used to plan a path in the example is the front edge of the CM obstacle that corresponds to the top edge of the table front. Note, as the robot slides around the obstacle, the elbow up configuration is maintained. 4 An earlier work addresses the issue of multiple CM space images corresponding to different robot parities, i.e., elbow up versus elbow down [20] . If additional obstacles are present in the robot's Cartesian workspace, then each obstacle can be mapped individually, and a composite CM space map is formed from a union of the elbow-up and elbow-down images, respectively. This approach enables a planner to add more detail as necessary. In this example, only collisions with the table are considered; however, it is also important not to pass through the box while moving to the goal. It will be shown that collision checks with box are unnecessary because the optimum path for this problem moves upward and away from box, completely avoiding contact with the box.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The example discussed in the last section, and shown in Fig. 10 , will be used to illustrate CM space path planning. The problem is to move the robot from the initial rest configuration, touching the top center of the box at , to a fully stopped condition in the final robot configuration shown in Fig. 10 . This problem corresponds to moving the robot from its initial configuration, of Fig. 13 , to the final configuration identified by in Fig. 13 . A five-step procedure will be outlined to achieve the optimal path.
The first step involves transforming the Cartesian obstacle avoidance problem to a CM obstacle avoidance problem. This step transforms the Cartesian space multibody planning problem into a path planning problem for a single point in the CM space. Next candidate paths are selected in the CM space. This paper does not cover the topic of locating candidate paths, several methods have already been proposed to identify them [11] . Steps 3 through 5 all produce potential paths, progressively reducing the peak reaction force at the expense of additional computations. In step 3 bang-bang theory is used to obtain an initial path estimate, either the single segment BB_1 path or multisegment BB_M path, that can be used directly or to formulate initial guesses for the boundary positions and velocities of the remaining steps. In step 4, individual segment optimizations are performed using a sequential quadratic programming technique to estimate the coefficients, of (16)- (18), for each segment. In this step, the boundary locations and velocities of each segment are fixed. In the final step, step 5, the constants from step 4 are used as an initial guess for a sequential quadratic programming problem for the entire path. In this step the velocities and positions of the segment boundaries are allowed to vary. In addition, this step enforces the key constraint, namely that the peak force of each segment must be the same.
Step 5 results in the SQP path.
A. Step 1: Map from Cartesian to CM Space
This step has been covered in detail in Section II-E.
B. Step 2: Establish Candidate Paths
Referring to Figs. 11 and 13, two candidate paths are clear, one moving from to in a counter-clockwise direction around the obstacle and a second formed by leaving and moving entirely around the origin of the CM space in a counterclockwise direction. All candidate paths should be explored. Then the path that completes the motion from the initial to final point in a fixed time, with minimal base reaction force, is selected in the final step as the path to be executed by the robot. In this case, the shorter path, which moves from just around the obstacle to , results in a lower base reaction force and will be explored in depth.
Following the scheme detailed in Section II-D, an intermediate knot point is defined along the front edge of the obstacle to force motion around the obstacle. This point, , is allowed to move along the front edge, defined by a polynomial fitted to the front edge data as shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14 , only half of the obstacle is shown, for clarity. This figure clearly shows the two surfaces of the CM obstacle and allows a better view of the 3-D path. Two segments are used to plan a path transversing the obstacle, one from to and a second from to . Extension to multiple obstacles could use a technique similar to that discussed in an earlier work which dealt with 2-D path planning [20] .
C. Step 3: Bang-Bang Path Used to Form Initial Guess
Section II-C detailed two techniques for locating approximate solutions, typically within 5% of the optimal solution. In practice only one of the techniques needs to be applied; however, for illustration, both techniques are compared here. 
D. Step 4: Individual Segment Paths Using Sequential Quadratic Programming Technique
There are multiple solutions satisfying the constraints given by (30)-(32) when (16)- (18) are used to describe the trajectory of each segment. The objective is to find the globally optimal solution vector, of (33) that uniquely identifies the globally optimum motion. At this time, no closed-form solutions are available for , necessitating a search. Unfortunately, a large number of local minima exist in the solution space. The key to obtaining a "good" solution is to have a good initial guess. Poor initial guesses can result in poor paths, such as the path shown in Fig. 15 . To obtain a good initial guess the bang-bang path, either the BB_1 or BB_M path, is used to estimate the time to and velocities at interior segment boundaries. The BB_1 estimates are developed using (22) applying (28) and (29). Then, with the segment boundary conditions fixed, MATLAB's ® "constr" function with analytically supplied gradients is used to search for sets of optimal coefficients, , for each segment individually [21] . The "constr" function relies on a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) technique to solve the equations. The solutions obtained for each segment's coefficients are then combined with and the average of the peak forces found for each segment to form the initial guess for the solution vector given by (33).
E. Step 5: Combined Solution Using Sequential Quadratic Programming Technique
In the final step, the continuity conditions given by (30) are imposed, leading to a system of equations used to locate an optimal solution. Solving the single obstacle example problem using two SQP segments leads to the following SQP solution vector defined by (33)
It takes approximately 15 min on a 200-MHz PII PC to locate the solution vector. The corresponding CM path is shown in Fig. 16 .
The peak force has been reduced to 3.8N, an improvement of 14% over that obtained with the BB_1 approximation, but less than a 1% improvement over that obtained with the BB_M3 approximation.
IV. COMPONENTS ON APPLICATION TO MORE COMPLEX ROBOTS
The technique presented is directly applicable to 6 DOF or redundant robots. The technique concentrates on controlling the movement of the robot's CM, independent of the robot's complexity. Once the motion of the robot's CM is defined, the robot joint trajectories can be calculated using equations similar to the inverse kinematics used to transform a specific robot end-point trajectory into joint trajectories. However, complex robots do complicate the creation of the CM space images of Cartesian obstacles and the subsequent mapping from the CM space to the robot's joint space prior to path execution. Also, robots possessing multiple distinct parities, 5 i.e., elbow up verses elbow down, complicate planning by necessitating the creation and exploration of multiple CM space maps to locate the globally optimum path [12] .
In the case of a nonredundant robot, a given CM location can be obtained by multiple robot joint configurations from distinct robot parities. However, transitions between parities can only occur at singularity boundaries. Thus creation of the CM space maps is straightforward, generally one map per parity. Likewise, when converting the optimal CM path into joint trajectories for the robot, the choice between alternate robot configurations that produce the same CM location do not need to be considered until a singularity boundary is encountered.
In the case of a redundant robot the different robot parities are not necessarily distinct. This makes creation of a particular CM space more complicated as well as the subsequent mapping of the CM trajectory to joint space trajectories. However, the planning in the CM space may be simplified because it is often possible to ignore some of the Cartesian obstacles in the CM space planning procedure because of the robot's ability to maneuver around the obstacle. In addition, when forming the joint space trajectories, the additional degrees of freedom can be used to maneuver the robot based on additional optimization criteria while maintaining the CM motion along the specified trajectory. It is important to note that by planning in the CM space, the reaction null space of a redundant robot is fully exploited. If it is possible to perform a task without moving the CM, then the base reaction force is zero. When the task necessitates motion of the CM, the technique presented globally minimizes the base reaction force.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, fundamental closed-form equations have been given which can be used to direct a robot along a smooth path that minimizes the Euclidean norm of the peak base reaction forces while avoiding obstacles. The equations developed 5 Distinct refers to groups of robot configurations which are separated by a hypersphere. In the 3 DOF robot used in the example, there are two distinct parties corresponding to elbow up and elbow down. In this case, it is impossible to transition between parties without first moving to the fixed CM space boundary.
parameterize the globally optimum path. However, closed-form equations for the boundary dependent constants do not exist currently, necessitating a computationally expensive search. The equations are formulated after mapping the desired initial configuration, final Cartesian location, and obstacles to a new space termed the CM space. The CM space is a Cartesian-like space allowing direct application of many of the classical Cartesian robot control techniques. The new computationally efficient technique, BB_M, presented in this paper is expected to be most useful. The technique quickly leads to a path typically having a peak force within 5% of the optimal path. A detailed example based on a 3-DOF robot was used to illustrate the concepts presented. The example discussed in the paper did not include the effects of joint limits. However, joint limits do not affect the algorithms presented. They only reduce the available space within which to plan paths.
To plan a path, it is necessary to map the initial robot configuration, final Cartesian location, and obstacles into the CM space. If a straight-line path is available from initial to final point or surface, then it will be the globally optimum and simpler equations may be used. Exploration of alternate CM space mappings is not necessary if a straight-line path exists. If no straight-line path is available because of obstacles, and the goal is within the reachable CM space from the initial configuration, then an optimal path may be planned to the final CM location or surface using the five-step procedure outlined here. The path is planned using a series of segments to guide the robot around obstacles. The constants for each segment are located by solving a system of equations resulting from enforcing continuity in position and velocity at segment boundaries. A key constraint used in the optimization is that all segments must have the same minimum peak acceleration. All possible potential paths for reaching the goal should be evaluated. Then, the final path is determined by selecting the path with minimal peak force from the set of all complete paths found.
